












Martins Onskulis <monskulis@appraisalalaska.com>

Fwd: Mud Bay Property B-MBS-OC-0100
4 messages

Nancy Berland <nancyandburl@gmail.com> Mon, May 13, 2024 at 1:15 PM
To: Martins Onskulis <monskulis@appraisalalaska.com>

Hello Martins.
Alaska statute requires you determine fair market value.  This would include serious consideration of specifics that make
a property difficult to sell.  Our property and the two adjoining ones in our subdivision, even though they are view,
waterfront parcels, have an extremely limited # of potential buyers for the reasons Glenda elaborates. 
 In order to sell these properties in a reasonable amount of time, they need to be reasonably priced.  Land value must
consider our circumstances of a mile walk plus high tides that prevent access for many hours of each day.  As such, more
than $150,000 for the land plus the value of improvements makes it unlikely that our property and that of my neighbors
could command the current assessed value.
I am forwarding this to the Zeigers and Kevin White .
Thank you for your consideration.

Nancy 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Glenda Gilbert <glendalynngilbert@yahoo.com>
Date: Mon, May 13, 2024, 8:49 AM
Subject: Mud Bay Property B-MBS-OC-0100
To: Nancy Berland <nancyandburl@gmail.com>
Cc: errol champion <errolchampion@me.com>

hi,hi,
I spoke to you last year about the assessed value of your property at Mud Bay.  Of the 26+ years of real estate, there has
hardly been properties listed across Mud Bay Flats.  

I was the listing and selling agent back in 2002-2005 for the Allred property which is two lots over from your parcel (B-
MBS-OC-0300).  I still have my file folder because it is such a unique property that I would refer to it if I had other listings
in the future.  
The listing agreement was signed on December 18, 2002 and eventually sold and recorded January 25, 2005.  In that
time I showed it several times to a couple interested parties.  

I showed it to one in April 2004 and by the time we walked across the Bay and through the woods, it was pretty evident
that she was not physically fit for owning this property, let alone living remotely and hauling groceries, etc.  She did make
an offer but the Sellers declined because they were concerned that she was going to be a burden on the rest of the
neighborhood residents.  Her survival skills were non existent but she did have the cash.

I also see an old offer from an Anchorage ReMax realtor that had written up the earnest money agreement before the
buyer had seen it in November 2004 which the Sellers were not willing to go under contract before the Buyer had seen
the property and signed that there was no road to the property. That transaction didn't materialize.

The Zeigers did see the property originally because their sister was interested in it but they became more interested and
eventually purchased it.  I was so concerned that it was such a unique property that after I showed them the property in
November 2004 I flew to Juneau and had a 4+ hour round table discussion with regard to the property disclosure
statement and wrote up the transaction.  Emails, phone and fax machines were not going to cover the possibility of
misrepresentation of the property.

The properties across Mud Bay are non conforming and will require cash or the owner to finance the property.  This is a
risk that most owners will not be willing to take.  In this case, the Allreds did finance a portion until the Buyers sold their
house in Juneau and moved up to Haines fulltime.

I can say that location, location, location but in this case it is remote and still very challenging in Southeast Alaska weather
to hike and carry household supplies to this property.  It took 2 years to find the right buyer and I know I did my job
correctly because they are still living there today!

mailto:glendalynngilbert@yahoo.com
mailto:nancyandburl@gmail.com
mailto:errolchampion@me.com


glenda gilbert
Coldwell Banker Race Realty
907-321-3512

Martins Onskulis <monskulis@appraisalalaska.com> Mon, May 13, 2024 at 9:56 PM
To: Nancy Berland <nancyandburl@gmail.com>

Nancy,

Thank you for your email and submitted information. Do you have a good explanation why you have picked $150,000 for
the land but no other amount? 

- Martins
[Quoted text hidden]
--
Martins Onskulis, MBA
Appraisal Company of Alaska

405 W. 27th Ave.

Anchorage, AK 99503

907.334.6312 (Office)
907.793.7713 (c)

Nancy Berland <nancyandburl@gmail.com> Tue, May 14, 2024 at 7:24 AM
To: Martins Onskulis <monskulis@appraisalalaska.com>

The sentence to which you are referring is unclear and I apologize for that.  My point is that I have provided information
that the one property in our subdivision that has been sold in this century was extremely difficult to sell for the reasons
Glenda articulated.  Having a cost of $15,440 per acre, in my case, pushes my property outside of the realm of being
saleable.  The cost per acre is simply too high for our remote property.  
I have already supplied you with several similar sized view properties that cost significantly less per acre on the Mud Bay
road system.
I think it's reasonable to ask you to justify why those road system Mud Bay area view properties are valued at less per
acre than mine.
I thought the whole point was to get to fair, equitable, and accurate assessments that share the tax burden.  I have
provided information that land this far off the road system is very difficult to sell.
Having an unreasonably high cost per acre will make it impossible to sell.
Nancy 
[Quoted text hidden]

Martins Onskulis <monskulis@appraisalalaska.com> Tue, May 14, 2024 at 8:40 AM
To: Nancy Berland <nancyandburl@gmail.com>

Nancy,

Thank you for your reply. I appreciate additional information. I was just trying to see the math behind the $150,000 land
valuation and adjustments you have made to arrive at the amount. 

I'll be reviewing this information and will get back to you by the end of the week. 

- Martins
[Quoted text hidden]



Martins Onskulis <monskulis@appraisalalaska.com>

Property Appeal 2024-101
9 messages

Martins Onskulis <monskulis@appraisalalaska.com> Wed, May 1, 2024 at 8:40 AM
To: nancyandburl@gmail.com

Nancy,

Hope all is well. I am writing to follow up on your recent appeal regarding the assessed value of your property. Your
concerns have been carefully reviewed, and I want to assure you that we take every measure to ensure accuracy and
fairness in our assessments. As per your request, I have meticulously examined the details of your property's assessment
to ensure its accuracy and equitable representation. It's essential to note that our assessments are conducted in
accordance with the relevant regulations, particularly Alaska Statute 29.45.110, which stipulates the methodology for
determining property values based on current market conditions. The statute emphasizes the importance of assessing
properties at their full and true value, reflecting the estimated price they would command in an open market transaction.

 

Regarding your specific appeal (2024-101) - We have reviewed your appeal and based on our conversation and your
submitted appeal - I corrected the information on the property card; revalued building as a cabin and applied similar
adjustment for the remoteness as for the other properties. Reviewed also the land values and it appears that it is valued
consistently with other large AC lots in the immediate vicinity. Recommended no change in the land value. As I mentioned
during our conversation - land value will be reviewed in the summer and for this year the land is valued consistently with
other large AC lots. Values adjusted accordingly.

Land $154,400

Buildings $86,100

Total $240,500

Your feedback on this revised valuation is crucial to us. Please take the time to review the adjustments and let us
know if you agree or disagree with the assessment. Additionally, if you have any further questions or require
clarification on any aspect of the assessment process, please don't hesitate to reach out. 

 

Thank you,

Martins Onskulis

Assessor

Haines Borough

--
Martins Onskulis, MBA
Appraisal Company of Alaska

405 W. 27th Ave.

Anchorage, AK 99503

907.334.6312 (Office)
907.793.7713 (c)



Nancy Berland <nancyandburl@gmail.com> Sun, May 5, 2024 at 5:17 PM
To: Martins Onskulis <monskulis@appraisalalaska.com>

Hello Martins.
I accept your revaluation of our structures, but not your decision that the land assessment reflects it's true value on the
open market.
May I remind you that this was adjudicated at last year's BOE, which unanimously agreed in a "finding of fact" that the
land model for property"you must walk to does not seem to support a mere 10% reduction in value." 
After that finding of fact, this year's assessment is only a mere 5%. 
That is, I shouldn't have to go through double jeopardy on this!  It was already determined by a quasi-judicial body that
10% was too low.  How can you justify reducing what was already determined to be too low by half?
The "conclusion of law" was that the market factor applied "resulted in excessive valuation." Yet, this year's market value
far exceeds last year's, meaning the excessive valuation has been increased.
I supplied this documentation of last year's BOE with the appeal.
Your stating that you applied a similar remoteness adjustment for all properties in our subdivision only means that they
are all too high.
Martins, this has already been adjudicated.  When we sell our property no one in their right mind will pay a quarter of a
million dollars for a place you have to walk a mile to get to with your groceries and other supplies on your back, a place
where you have to wait hours for the tide to go out, where you have no normal services a majority of people rely on.  It is
an "extremely unique" neighborhood with a limited market of potential buyers.

Nancy 
[Quoted text hidden]

Martins Onskulis <monskulis@appraisalalaska.com> Mon, May 6, 2024 at 11:07 AM
To: Nancy Berland <nancyandburl@gmail.com>

Nancy,

Thank you for your email and questions regarding the land valuation. I appreciate your thoroughness in providing the
attached documents to your appeal and the Board of Equalization's decision from last year.

Upon reviewing the materials, it is evident that there is ambiguity regarding the appropriate adjustment percentage. While
the determination indicated that the initial adjustment of 10% was deemed insufficient, there was a lack of specification
regarding the precise adjustment required.

I wish to assure you that we will be conducting a comprehensive land review this summer. Following this assessment,
adjustments will be made in accordance with the findings to ensure accuracy and fairness in valuation.

Regarding the unique attributes of your property, including waterfront access and privacy, it is indeed desirable to certain
prospective buyers.

Regrettably, I am unable to make any further adjustments at this time. However, please be assured that your concerns
have been noted, and they will be addressed as part of our upcoming review process.

Thank you,
Martins
[Quoted text hidden]

Nancy Berland <nancyandburl@gmail.com> Mon, May 6, 2024 at 11:54 AM
To: Martins Onskulis <monskulis@appraisalalaska.com>

I agree that no determination of a fair adjustment was made at an overworked BOE that had 7 additional appeals on its
agenda that evening and had met many times previously and also later in the week in order to hear the large number of
appeals. The only determination made was that 10% was insufficient.  If 10% was insufficient last year then 5% must be
even more insufficient.
I cannot see how you can possibly prevail on that and I resent the fact that I will again have to go before the BOE and
have the same point adjudicated in front of people who appreciate being able to drive to their front door, get fuel
delivered, have fire protection, etc, etc.
[Quoted text hidden]

Martins Onskulis <monskulis@appraisalalaska.com> Mon, May 6, 2024 at 12:07 PM



To: Nancy Berland <nancyandburl@gmail.com>

Nancy,

I added back the 10% adjustment that was assigned for your property in previous years. If you can provide more
documentation / evidence that it should be higher than 10% - I would be happy to review it. Like I said in my previous
email - as of now I do not have any information that supports any other adjustment. We will review land valuation this
summer; review data and see if there are any additional adjustments that need to be made.

Thank you,
Martins
[Quoted text hidden]

Nancy Berland <nancyandburl@gmail.com> Fri, May 10, 2024 at 10:42 AM
To: Martins Onskulis <monskulis@appraisalalaska.com>

Hello Martins.
It seems to be that our sticking point is a fair reduction for access issues of the mile walk and daily tidal barrier.
I mentioned that the local realtor who sold the property to the Zeigers said it was one of the most difficult sales in her two
decade career despite the hot market back in 2006.  You asked for documentation.  Would it help if I had Glenda attest to
this in writing?

I also provided documentation that the BOE, in its unanimous decision, ruled that "The land model for properties you must
walk to does not seem to support a mere 10% reduction in value."
While I appreciate that you are now willing to double your initial 5% reduction to 10%, the BOE's assessment that this
"mere 10%" is not "supported" still seems valid .

I would assert that a 20 to 25% reduction would go a long way to accounting for the following list of usual amenities that
do not go with the property:
1. The ability to drive to your house and unload your purchases (supplies, food, mail, etc.)
2. The ability to have a fuel delivery for heating your house and cooking your food.
3.  Fire, police, ambulance services.
4. Grid power and internet services.
5.  Water, sewer, garbage services.
6.  Fire insurance.
7. Home equity loan .
8.  The ability to come and go independent of the daily tidal cycle.

That said, you never addressed my questions about the market area factor.  I admit to being ignorant about how this is
determined.  But I did provide documentation that the BOE unanimously ruled that a market area factor of "1.14
exaggerates the marketability of the parcel" and was therefore "not correct" and "resulted in an excessive valuation." The
2024 market area factor 1.45 is more likely to be excessive than the previous one.
So adjusting the percentage reduction upward and the market area factor downward would be necessary in order to not
"exaggerate the marketability of the parcel" and correct "an excessive valuation."
Thank you for your consideration of these sticking points and if you would like me to submit a corroboration from Glenda
in writing I would be happy to do so.

Nancy 
[Quoted text hidden]

Martins Onskulis <monskulis@appraisalalaska.com> Sun, May 12, 2024 at 8:33 AM
To: Nancy Berland <nancyandburl@gmail.com>

Nancy,

Thank you for your response. I apologize for a delayed response. I will certainly review Glenda's opinion of the value.
Regarding the valuation, the market factor was only included for the building but not for the land. It seems that we are in
agreement regarding the building values, but the discrepancy lies in the assessment of the land value. I will carefully
consider Glenda's input and review the assessment of the land value to ensure that all factors are taken into account
accurately.

I am reaching out regarding my initial review of your property appeal. Please respond and let me know how you would like
to proceed: 



1: You can accept the proposed assessed value which would close this appeal.
2: You can submit new documents to support an additional reduction or to ask questions. This will continue this
appeal/review.
3: You can request to go to the BOE. If you choose this option, you will receive a formal write-up from this office that will
be based on this email.

Please select one of the above options 1, 2, 3. If you are accepting the new updated value, a simple “accept” return email
will work. Deadline for response and submission of any additional information is May 14, 2024
Please let me know if you have questions.

Thank you,

Martins Onskulis

Assessor

Haines Borough
[Quoted text hidden]

Nancy Berland <nancyandburl@gmail.com> Sun, May 12, 2024 at 8:43 AM
To: Martins Onskulis <monskulis@appraisalalaska.com>

I choose option 2 and will ask Glenda for something in writing.
Thank you.
[Quoted text hidden]

Martins Onskulis <monskulis@appraisalalaska.com> Sun, May 12, 2024 at 8:51 AM
To: Nancy Berland <nancyandburl@gmail.com>

Nancy,

That sounds good. Please let me know as soon as you hear back from her. 

- Martins
[Quoted text hidden]
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